
People keep requesting me for dates I am 
unavailable

1. Noun

2. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

3. Verb

4. Noun

5. Adjective

6. Noun - Plural
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12. Noun

13. Noun
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23. Verb

24. Noun - Plural

25. Verb



People keep requesting me for dates I am unavailable

Hi Noun ,

Thanks for Verb - Present ends in ING out to us about this. I'm sorry that you're having to Verb people

away. As a Noun myself, I know how Adjective that can be. There are a number of

Noun - Plural you may still receive Noun - Plural for dates in which you are Adjective , even

though you don't appear in search for those dates. The most likely Noun is that the pet owner had

Verb - Past Participle your profile at some point in the past and Verb - Past Tense you directly from your

Noun rather than through the search. Another Noun this can happen is if the pet Noun

does not enter Adjective dates when using the search function. They will, however, be Verb - Past 

Participle to enter Noun - Plural when they send you a stay request, and they will receive a

Noun that says "these dates appear Adjective for this Noun " when they do so.

Adverb , this doesn't always prevent them from Verb - Present Tense a stay request, although it

should!

Again, I apologize for the inconvenience. Please don't Verb to reach out to me if you have any further

Noun - Plural or concerns that you'd like to Verb more in-depth.
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